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Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) technology has the advantages of wide range, high efciency, and low cost in spatial information
collection, so it is widely used in infrastructure monitoring and measurement. During TLS application, the registration and
positioning of the point cloud have a direct impact on the quality of the data and the validity of the results. Te linear distribution
of the tunnel structure and the lack of signifcant features present challenges in the registration and positioning of 3D point clouds
in railway tunnels. Te commonly used registration methods are difcult to achieve high registration accuracy and are prone to
propagation errors, which reduce the accuracy and efectiveness of results. To achieve accurate registration and positioning of
multistation clouds in railway tunnels, we propose a coordinate-based global registrationmethod. To determine the coordinates of
scan points in the reference coordinate system and the direction of the reference coordinate system, a few fxed control points are
used during the data collection stage. Consequently, each station cloud can be precisely positioned and automatically registered in
the reference coordinate system without accumulating or propagating errors. In addition, the coordinate-based registration
method eliminates the introduction of errors due to artifcial target setting and feature point extraction, as well as the problem of
accurately positioning the entire point cloud in the reference coordinate system, thereby enhancing the accuracy, efciency, and
automation levels of cloud registration. Te experiment demonstrates that the coordinate-based global registration method is
robust and applicable in complex scenes, and it is suitable for the accurate positioning and registration of multistation clouds in
linear and curved railway tunnels.Te coordinate-based registrationmethod reduces the amount of error in the global registration
link by 65% when compared to the point-based registration method, and the point cloud accuracy has reached fne registration,
ensuring that fne-grained inverse modeling of the tunnel structure can be performed.

1. Introduction

Geometry detection and monitoring of railway tunnels is an
imperative task throughout their life cycle. Tis includes
monitoring rock convergence during the construction phase
and geometry detection during the operation phase. Tis
directly afects the safe construction and stable operation of
the tunnel [1].Te traditional measurement method is to use

the total station or theodolite to continuously measure the
fxed measurement points, analyze the measurement in-
formation at diferent times, and then realize the efective
identifcation and monitoring of the geometric evolution
process [1, 2]. Te traditional measurement method is in-
efcient, time-consuming, and labor-intensive. In addition,
due to the limited time for inspection and maintenance, the
surveyor can only obtain the spatial information of a small
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number of measurement points, which makes it difcult to
realize the comprehensive monitoring of the real geometric
position and safety status of railway tunnels [1].

In recent years, with the gradual maturity of terrestrial
laser scanning (TLS) technology, TLS provides novel ideas
and methods for geometric position detection and moni-
toring during the whole life cycle of the tunnel [2]. Tere are
several applications of TLS in the tunnel feld, including
over-excavation and under-excavation detection, detecting
the displacement of the initial support and calculating its
thickness during construction, detecting secondary lining
thickness during construction, and monitoring structural
deformation throughout operation [3–6]. TLS can obtain
spatial data of tunnels in diferent historical periods more
conveniently, efciently, and comprehensively than tradi-
tional monitoring and measurement methods. Te use of
this method greatly facilitates the extraction of key spatial
information and the analysis of the structural status of
tunnels [7].

Tunnel monitoring and measurement require a high
degree of accuracy. Usually, when the deformation of
a tunnel exceeds the limit by a few centimeters, it can have
a serious impact on its safety and stability [1]. Te point
cloud acquired by a single TLS station has millimeter-level
accuracy, which is sufcient for tunnel monitoring and
measurement. However, the registration and positioning
process of multiple stations will inevitably introduce errors.
Tis is especially true when the scanning target is a linear
strip structure. Te small initial registration and positioning
errors will be greatly amplifed with the increase in the
testing distance and the number of stations, resulting in
propagation errors [1, 8, 9]. Pejić used a point-based reg-
istration method for the registration of the tunnel with
a length of 1260m. Due to the propagation and cumulative
efect of the registration error between the stations, the fnal
registration error of the global point cloud reaches 1m [8].
Tunnel structures typically experience propagation errors
that are much higher than the monitoring and measurement
accuracy required, and more importantly, fne registration
methods such as iterative closest point (ICP) and random
sample consensus (RANSAC) cannot efectively correct
propagation errors [1, 10]. Control of propagation errors can
only be achieved by improving the global registration ac-
curacy of the point cloud and reducing the initial error.

Currently, the most widely used global registration
methods can be divided into three categories: point-based
registration methods, line-based registration methods, and
surface-based registration methods [11, 12]. Among them,
point-based registration methods are the most widely
adopted global registration methods [13]. Tis method ex-
tracts the common feature points of diferent station clouds
manually or automatically. It uses common feature points as
point connections to achieve registration of multiple station
clouds [11]. Te extraction of feature points is the key to this
type of registration method. Point cloud registration is di-
rectly afected by the accuracy of its extraction. Early feature
extraction algorithms include point feature histograms [14],
spin images of points [15], or scale-invariant feature
transform [16], but the above methods sufer from low noise

sensitivity, low robustness, low computational efciency,
and difculty in achieving high accuracy [17, 18]. Sub-
sequently, Hänsch et al. [19, 20] proposed a series of reg-
istration methods based on area features, which are based on
the geometric topological information of the area where the
feature points are located to achieve feature point extraction
and multisurvey site cloud registration, efectively im-
proving global registration accuracy. Te 4-point congruent
sets (4PCS) and super four-point congruent set (S4PCS)
algorithms, developed by Aiger et al. [21, 22] which use
coplanar four points as their bases, have been developed,
improving the global registration process’ ability to adapt to
noise and outliers, as well as improving global point cloud
accuracy. However, sufcient overlap was required between
the clouds at each survey site as part of the method. In
addition, point-based registration methods all require the
scan target to have a distinct feature structure, such as
building vertices and corners [11].

Line-based registration methods include line feature
translation [23], Laplacian matrix decomposition [24], and
point cloud segmentation based on TIN [25]. Lines have
a stronger geometric topology and constraint than points,
which results in a higher level of registration accuracy
[26, 27]. It is commonly used in large-scale 3D point cloud
scenes [11] such as urban roads and large buildings.
Compared to points and lines, surfaces have richer geo-
metric features, and surface-based registration methods are
less afected by noise and have better registration accuracy.
Least squares [28], conjugate surface features [29], and
principal component analysis methods are commonly
employed for surface extraction, and the extracted surfaces
are mainly ground, roof, and building facades. Although
line-based registration methods and surface-based regis-
tration methods have higher registration accuracy, the 3D
point cloud scene used for registration must contain a large
number of feature structures with explicit geometric in-
formation; otherwise, registration accuracy is difcult to
guarantee [30]. Registration is an indispensable process in
the preprocessing of 3D point cloud data. Te registration
process can be divided into two stages: coarse registration
and fne registration. In the feld of railway tunnel engi-
neering, global registration is generally used to refer to
coarse registration [8, 31–34]. Global registration involves
the stitching of multiple clouds together, which provides
a reliable base point cloud for fne registration. Fine regis-
tration optimizes the global point cloud in detail. A global
point cloud with high accuracy can, on the one hand, ef-
fectively reduce the computation of fne registration and
avoid falling into a local optimum. In addition, it can solve
some problems that cannot be efectively solved by the fne-
registration process. Tese problems include propagation
errors [22]. Global registration is the basis of the whole
registration work, and the accuracy of global registration is
the key to the whole registration process. Te existing global
registration methods have made signifcant progress in
terms of robustness, computational efciency, and regis-
tration accuracy. However, applicability for railway tunnels
is still low, and they are difcult to achieve high accuracy and
are highly prone to propagation errors. Accurate global
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registration and positioning of multisurvey site clouds in
railway tunnels remain a problem that has not yet been
solved.

Tis paper proposes a method for precisely registering
and positioning a point cloud within a railway tunnel. Using
a limited number of existing control points, this method
accurately locates the coordinate information and reference
system direction of the scanned points in the reference
coordinate system. During the data acquisition phase, point
clouds are precisely located within the reference coordinate
system. Tis allows automatic and accurate registration of
point clouds within the reference coordinate system. As
a result of the method, error introduction processes such as
artifcial target setting and feature point extraction are
avoided for the global registration of multistation clouds in
railway tunnels, the initial registration accuracy and prop-
agation error control are improved, and the problem of
accurate positioning of the global point cloud in the ref-
erence coordinate system is resolved. In comparison with the
point-based global registration method, the error of the
coordinate-based method has been reduced by 65%, and the
accuracy of global point cloud registration has reached that
of fne registration.

2. Problem Statement and Research Objectives

According to the technical principle of TLS, the distance
from the scanning point to the target can be calculated by
calculating the time diference between the laser doing
a roundtrip fight between the scanning point and the target.
Combining the laser emission angle with the three-
dimensional coordinates of the target under the relative
coordinate system allows us to collect spatial information
about the scanned target. TLS employs fxed stations for 3D
scanning, and individual stations often cannot acquire
comprehensive spatial information for large-scale scenes,
such as railway tunnels. Multiple stations must be set up to
scan diferent areas; subsequently, the station clouds are
sequentially aligned and positioned in order to obtain
a global point cloud containing comprehensive 3D in-
formation about railway tunnels; as a result of the global
point cloud, geometric information and state analysis of
railway tunnels can be conducted. Te technical fow of TLS
for monitoring and measurement in railway tunnels is
shown in Figure 1.

Global registration is a key step in the preprocessing of
multistation clouds, and this step directly afects the accu-
racy of the global point cloud and the validity of the de-
tection results. Currently, three types of global registration
methods are commonly employed: point-based registration,
line-based registration, and surface-based registration [12].
Due to their extremely symmetrical cross-sections, railway
tunnels lack distinctive feature structures. Existing global
registration methods do not apply to railway tunnels under
the condition that manual targets are not employed [30]. A
method based on artifcially constructed feature points has
been widely used for the global registration of point clouds
in railway tunnels [3, 31, 35, 36]. Researchers generally set up
at least three targets in the common scanning area of

neighboring stations and use manual or automated methods
to extract common feature points on the targets. One of the
point clouds is set as the reference point cloud, and the
coordinate information of the common feature points is
used to calculate the translation and rotationmatrices for the
registration of the target point cloud to the reference point
cloud. Te other station clouds are sequentially aligned to
the reference point cloud by means of rigid transformation
to realize the global registration of multistation clouds. Te
station clouds are stitched together into a whole by relying
on the above feature points in order to facilitate global
registration. Artifcially constructed feature points are
placed among stations through targets in order to achieve
global registration. As points contain less geometric and
topological information than lines and surfaces, it is difcult
to achieve high global registration accuracy with point-based
registration methods compared to other global registration
methods [27]. In addition, the above global registration
method has the following three shortcomings: (1) the tunnel
site environment is complex, with pedestrians, vehicle vi-
brations, and wind causing displacement of the target,
resulting in the feature points used for registration at each
station not being the same point in the reference coordinate
system [4]; (2) it is difcult to accurately extract multiple
common feature points from a large number of point clouds
[25]; (3) it is not possible to accurately position the overall
point cloud in the reference coordinate system, and sec-
ondary adjustments are required [4]. Tis will lead to errors
in global registration and positioning, and more impor-
tantly, railway tunnels are linearly distributed. As the
sampling range and the number of scanning stations in-
crease, the initial registration errors will gradually accu-
mulate and amplify. Tese errors will form propagation
errors, which greatly reduce the accuracy and availability of
the global point cloud. In general, when TLS is used for
monitoring and measuring railway tunnels, the accurate
registration and positioning of multistation clouds is still
a problem that has not been solved, which to a certain extent
also restricts the large-scale application of TLS technology in
the railway feld.

In this paper, we propose a coordinate-based global
registration method for railway tunnels. It has been proved
experimentally that the coordinate-based global registration
method has higher registration and localization accuracy
than the point-based global registration method, which is
more suitable for accurate global registration and localiza-
tion in railway tunnels. Tis method avoids the error in-
troduction process associated with target setting and feature
extraction. It adopts the strategy of aligning each cloud
station to the reference coordinate system independently.
Tis means that there is no cumulative efect in the regis-
tration process of each station cloud and has higher regis-
tration accuracy.

3. Methodology

3.1. Principle of Coordinate-Based Global Registration
Technology. Te key to the implementation of the
coordinate-based registration method is to precisely locate
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the coordinates of the laser scanner under the reference
coordinate system as well as the due east, due north, and
vertical directions of the reference coordinate system before
data acquisition, and the specifc implementation steps of the
method are as follows.

(1) Precise Positioning of Control Points. Te CPIII co-
ordinate network is used in China in the construc-
tion of numerous large infrastructures. It is used for
fnding site coordinates and assessing construction
quality. Multiple control points with permanent
coordinate information are set up for construction
guidance and active monitoring and measurement
during the construction period for tunnels, bridges,
and other critical structures. In this paper, two
control points at the tunnel entrance are selected as
the basic control points to accurately locate the
precise coordinate information of the scanned points
in the reference coordinate system and identify the
specifc direction of the reference coordinate system,
with the control point numbers: #C1(x1, y1, z1) and
#C1(x2, y2, z3).

(2) Key Geometric Information Extraction. A refective
prism was placed on the control point with explicit
coordinate information, as shown in Figure 2, and
the rod heights l1 and l2 were recorded, and then the
coordinates of the prism measurement points were
(x1, y1, z1 + l1) and (x2, y2, z3+l2); subsequently, we
set up scanning stations and leveled the scanner.
Finally, we used scanning to measure the distance
and angle of points #C1 and #C2 and obtained the
distance and vertical angle between the measure-
ment points and the control points. In addition,
before the test starts, it must be clear that each
station is located east or west of the control point.
Te key geometric information is summarized as
shown in Table 1.

(3) Scanning Point Positioning and Reference Coordinate
System Orientation. Using the key geometric in-
formation obtained in step 2, the coordinate in-
formation of the scan point under the reference
coordinate system is accurately calculated. Based on
this, the due east, due north, and vertical directions
under the reference coordinate system are precisely
located.

In step 2, the position relationship between the collector
scan point and the prism measurement point in the xy plane
projection is shown in Figure 3. Te scanning point #Sn and
the measurement points #C1 and #C2 satisfy the following
equations:
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l1 � L1 cos α1, (3)

l2 � L2 cos α2, (4)

where x1 and y1 are the east and north coordinates of point
#C1; x2 and y2 are the east and north coordinates of #C2; xSn

and ySn
are the east and north coordinates of #Sn, re-

spectively; L1 and l1 are the linear distance between #Sn and
#C1 and the projection distance in the xy plane; L2 and l2 is
the linear distance between the #Sn point and the #C2 point
and the projection distance in the xy plane; α1 is the vertical
angle between the #Sn point and the #C1 point; and α2 is the
vertical angle between the #Sn point and the #C2 point.

Equation (3) is solved in conjunction with equation (4)
to obtain two solutions about the coordinates of the
#Snpoint: (xsn1

, ysn1
) and (xsn2

, ysn2
), and the two points are

symmetric about the line where the #C1 point and #C2 point
are located, and the calculation formula is shown in equation
(1)∼ equation (2).

Target setting
Station setting

Point cloud acquisition
Generate local point clouds

Feature point extraction
Global registration and positioning

Geometric information
extraction and analysis

Figure 1: TLS for railway tunnel monitoring and measurement process.
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Since #Sn, #C1, and #C2 are not in a straight line,
xsn1
≠ xsn2

. When the scan point is located east of the ref-
erence point, then xsn

takes the maximum of xsn1
and xsn2

and
the corresponding ysn

. When the scan point is located west
of the reference point, then xsn

takes the minimum of xsn1
and xsn2

and the corresponding ysn
.

For the elevation of the scanned point Sn, the calculation
is performed by the following equation:

zsn
�

z1 + l1 − L1 cos α1(  + z2 + l2 − L2 cos α2( 

2
, (6)

where zsn
is the elevation of the scanning point #Sn in the

reference coordinate system, z1 and z2 are the elevations of
points #C1 and #C2, respectively, l1 and l2 are the prism
heights of points #C1 and #C2, respectively, α1 is the vertical
angle between point #Sn and point #C1, and α2 is the vertical
angle between point #Sn and point #C2. Te exact

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of data acquisition. (a) Laser scanner placement schematic. (b) Prismatic and railway tunnel control points.

Table 1: Relevant parameters.

Parameter category Parameter description
α1 Sn − C1 ray vertical angle
α2 Sn − C2 ray vertical angle
L1 Distance between point C1 and point Sn
L2 Distance between point C2 and point Sn
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coordinates of the scanned points of each station in the
reference coordinate system can be obtained by the above
process, which is noted as #Sn(xsn

, ysn
, zsn

).
As each station was manually leveled before data collection

started, the vertical direction under the reference coordinate
system was already established. In addition, the due east and
due north directions of the reference coordinate system were
determined. Te vertical direction has been determined under
the premise that the due east and due north directions are
separated by 90 degrees. Te essence of the orientation work is
to determine the due east direction. Since the coordinates of
#Sn, #C1, and #C2 are known, in the plane where xy is
located, the vector SnC2

����→
is [x2 − xsn

, y2 − ysn
], and the unit

vector of the due east direction is [1, 0], which is noted as e
→.

Te angle between the above two vectors according to the
cosine theorem is calculated.
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When y2 − ysn
> 0, θsn

� θ. When y2 − ysn
< 0, θsn

�

2π − θ.
Te above process determines the coordinates of each

station’s scanning point in the reference coordinate sys-
tem and the angle between the Sn − C2 and the due east
direction. In the process of point cloud data acquisition,
frst of all, the acquisition instrument is strictly leveled,
and the direction of the Z axis of the reference coordinate
system is clearly defned, i.e., the vertical direction of the
reference coordinate system. Ten, the horizontal di-
rection of the scanner is calibrated using θsn

.
Te positioning and registration of each measurement

site cloud in the reference coordinate system are done by
rigid transformation, the principle of which is shown in the
following equation:

Pt � R · Ps + T, (8)

where Ps is the set of point clouds in the coordinate system,
Pt is the corresponding set of point clouds in the reference
coordinate system, R is the rotation matrix, and T is the
translation matrix.

Xi
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⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ + T, (9)

where (xi, yi, zi) is a specifc individual point in Ps and
(Xi, Yi, Zi) is the corresponding point in the reference
coordinate system.

In the point cloud data acquisition process, the scanned
points are the initial coordinates of (0, 0, 0) under the local
coordinate system. Since the coordinates of the scanned
points of each station are known under the reference co-
ordinates, the translation matrix can be derived as
(xSn

, ySn
, zSn

)T. Since the scanner is strictly leveled, the local
coordinate system Z axis is parallel to the reference co-
ordinate system Z axis, and the only thing to be considered is
the rotation of the xy plane, and the angle between the local
coordinate system and the reference coordinate system due
east is known to be θsn

, so the rotationmatrix R can be found.

R �

cos θsn −sin θsn 0

sin θsn cos θsn 0

0 0 0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (10)

Trough the above process, the translation and rotation
matrices for the positioning and registration of each station
cloud to the reference coordinate system are obtained before the
data collection of each station, and the coordinates and di-
rections of each station are calibrated. In this way, the coordinate
information of the point cloud acquired by each station is the
real coordinate information of the measurement target in the
reference coordinate system, and the accurate positioning and
registration of each station cloud in the reference coordinate
system are completed during the data acquisition process.

3.2. Technical Advantages of the Coordinate-Based Global
Registration Method. Point-based registration is the most
widely used global registration method for TLS applications
in tunneling [3, 31, 35, 36]. Using targets between stations,
distinct feature points are constructed, and feature points are
used to connect diferent station clouds. Connecting the
diferent station clouds is done through feature points.
However, point-based registration methods are difcult to
reach with high registration accuracy and are subject to
propagation errors, severely reducing the accuracy and
availability of global point clouds. Here are some of the main
reasons for the above problems.

#C1 (x1,y1)

#C2 (x2,y2)

N

NO1 (x2-x1,y2-y1)
E

E
θ

#S

Figure 3: Principle of the coordinate-based registration method.
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(i) In the data acquisition stage, external factors such as
wind, pedestrian, or vehicle vibrations can cause
displacement of the target due to the complex en-
vironment of the tunnel site. In addition, the
scanning area of the target is not the same for each
station.Tis is especially obvious when the station is
far away from the target, resulting in a large distance
between the point clouds. All of these factors can
lead to the extraction of feature points that are not
the same point in real space, which can cause initial
registration errors.

(ii) In the feature point extraction stage, due to the
limited geometric and topological information
contained in the points, it is difcult to achieve
a high level of accuracy for all types of feature point
extraction algorithms, and errors are particularly
noticeable. Although the accuracy of manually
extracted feature points is signifcantly higher than
that of automated methods, it is difcult and in-
efcient to accurately select at least three
noncommon-linear common points in a large
number of dense point clouds.

(iii) In the registration stage, each station cloud is
aligned station by station along the longitudinal
direction.Te initial registration error will gradually
accumulate as the distance and station data increase,
forming a propagation error.

(iv) In the global point cloud positioning stage, sec-
ondary feature point extraction is required, a pro-
cess that will further expand the error.

In this study, a coordinate-based global registration
method for multistation clouds is proposed. Te process
shown in Figure 4 permits the precise positioning and au-
tomatic registration of the multisurvey site cloud of railway
tunnels, with the specifc steps described as follows. Com-
pared with the point-based registration method, this method
has the following advantages:

(i) Higher Adaptability and Accuracy. Te coordinate-
based registration method uses two control points
to precisely locate the specifc coordinates of the
scan point in the reference coordinate system before
data acquisition. Since the control point locations
are constant and the positioning is done before data
acquisition, the infuence of external factors such as
wind, pedestrian, or vehicle vibration on the data
acquisition process is reduced.

(ii) Avoid the Process of Target Setting and Feature Point
Extraction. Te coordinate-based registration
method precisely locates the coordinates of scan-
ning points and the direction of the reference co-
ordinate system, enabling the precise positioning
and automatic registration of each station cloud in
the reference coordinate system during the data
acquisition stage. Tis method avoids the process of
target setting and feature point extraction and

improves the accuracy and automation of global
registration while efectively controlling the in-
troduced errors.

(iii) Propagation Errors Are Controlled. Te point-based
registration method adopts a station-by-station
registration scheme, and the initial error of each
station has a cumulative efect. In the coordinate-
based registration method, each station is directly
aligned with the reference coordinate system as the
basis, and the registration process of each station is
independent, so there is no cumulative efect of the
initial registration error.

(iv) Global Point Cloud without Secondary Positioning.
Te coordinate-based registration method takes the
actual construction coordinate system as the ref-
erence. First, each measurement point cloud under
the reference coordinate system is located, and then
the automatic registration of each measurement
point cloud is performed.Te positioning process of
the global point cloud takes precedence over the
registration process, so there is no need for sec-
ondary positioning. In addition, since the reference
coordinate system is fxed, this also greatly facilitates
the positioning and comparison of tunnel point
cloud data in diferent historical periods under the
same reference coordinate system.

4. Experiment

4.1. Data Acquisition. In this paper, a 220m long railway
tunnel in Guangxi, China, is selected for the experiment, as
shown in Figure 5(a), and its cross-section information is
shown in Figure 5(b). Te concrete pouring for the second
lining had been completed at the time of data collection, but
the track system had not yet been laid. Te second lining
section is a standard arc with a radius of 6.41m. To reduce
the infuence of system errors during data acquisition, this
paper has developed the optimal station deployment plan
under the condition of fully considering the data acquisition
environment and the equipment’s parameters. According to
the requirements of diferent global registration methods for
auxiliary equipment, the optimal layout plan of the target
and prism is formulated.

In the development of a data acquisition program,
sampling time, point cloud density, and point cloud accu-
racy play a key role. Tese factors directly afect the ac-
quisition cost and quality of point clouds. Among them, the
sampling duration is determined by the sampling mode and
the number of stations. Te point cloud density is controlled
by the sampling distance, laser incidence angle, and station
spacing. Also, the accuracy of the single station cloud is
controlled by the sampling distance. Te relationship be-
tween point cloud density, laser incidence angle, and
sampling distance is shown in Figure 6. β is the angle be-
tween the incident laser and the normal direction of the
measurement point, and the point spacing increases sharply
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with the increase of the incidence angle when the vertical
distance between the incident laser and the scanning plane
remains unchanged.

All stations are located on the central axis of the railway
tunnel. Te laser scanning point from the tunnel vault and
the distance between the two sides of the tunnel are 8.1m
and 6.3m. Te lowest value of point cloud density and
accuracy for each section of the tunnel occurs at the top of
the arch, point A in Figure 5. When the point cloud quality
at point Ameets the requirements, the point clouds in other
areas also meet the requirements. Te straight line that
passes through point A along the tunnel’s longitudinal axis
is taken. Tis is the subject of the research, and the re-
lationship between point spacing and laser incidence angle
is as follows:

∆Ls � H · (tan(β + ∆β) − tan β), (11)

Ls � H · tan β, (12)

where Ls is the longitudinal sampling distance; β is the angle
of incidence; H is the vertical distance between the scanning
point and the vault; H is 8.1m; and ∆Ls is the point spacing.

Te Trimble SX10 laser scanner was used in this study.
Te laser scanner has a horizontal feld of view of 360 degrees
and a vertical feld of view of 290 degrees. Te sampling rate
is 26,600 points/s, the range accuracy is 1mm+1.5 ppm, and
the range is 600m. Te manufacturer of the Trimble SX10
did not explicitly give the angular resolution of diferent
scanning modes but only the point spacing under diferent
scanningmodes when the forward range is 50m, as shown in
Table 2. We calculated the equivalent sampling angular
resolution of the device in diferent sampling modes based
on the following.

According to equations (11) and (12), we can calculate
the relationship between point spacing and sampling dis-
tance, as well as the relationship between point spacing and
incidence angle for various sampling modes, as illustrated in
Figure 7.

Tree factors need to be considered are as follows: (1)
point cloud accuracy, to maximize the accuracy of the point
cloud, we limit the sampling distance to 50m; (2) point
cloud density, considering the subsequent parameter ex-
traction and analysis, to ensure that at least two points are
generated per 10 cm or exactly four points per 100 cm2 area;
and (3) total sampling time is less, diferent sampling modes
to meet the above three constraints of the acquisition
program are presented in Table 3.

Te paper selects option B based on the premise of
fully considering the overall optimum of sampling time,
point cloud density, and point cloud accuracy. Te paper
selects option B based on the premise of fully considering
the overall optimum of sampling time, point cloud
density, and point cloud accuracy. An efective sampling
distance for one station is 30m, the station spacing is
60m, and fve stations are set up. Te layout and scanning
area are shown in Figure 8. Te station numbers are #S1,
#S2, #S3, #S4, and #S5. Te total sampling time was
150minutes, and at least 6 points existed in the area of

100 cm2 due to the superposition efect of point clouds
between stations. Te target arrangement is shown in
Figure 8. A constant target group is placed 20m from the
entrance and exit, respectively, to reduce the error caused
by target movement. Each target group consists of three
noncoincident targets, and the target groups are num-
bered #M1 and #M2. When the point-based registration
method is used for global registration, #S1, #S2, and #S3
stations are aligned with #M1 target groups and #S3, #S4,
and #S5 stations are aligned with #M2 target groups.

4.2. Global Registration of 3D Point Clouds in Railway
Tunnels. A 3D point cloud data acquisition scheme is
proposed in this study taking into account the tunnel
structure and parameters of the acquisition equipment.
Despite ensuring the accuracy of the base point cloud of each
station, a satisfactory balance is achieved in terms of point
cloud density, sampling time, and error control. We propose
a coordinate-based registration method in this paper in
order to achieve accurate positioning and fast registration of
multistation point cloud data in the reference coordinate
system. Figure 9 illustrates the entire point cloud of the
tunnel structure. Utilizing the macroscopic point cloud, we
can efectively convey precise and accurate geometric in-
formation pertaining to the tunnel and slope. Moreover, we
can determine the precise position of the overall point cloud
in the reference coordinates. Tere is a uniform and smooth
distribution of points at the fne level, which allows us to
discern the geometric features of the tunnel’s second lining
surface. Furthermore, this method facilitates the comparison
and analysis of tunnel structures throughout their entire life
cycle. Te point clouds of diferent historical periods are
precisely positioned in the same reference coordinate system
without the need for later adjustment of the coordinate
system. As a result, continuous monitoring of the geometry
of the railway tunnel in time, as well as identifcation of the
state of service, is greatly facilitated.

4.3. 3D Point Cloud Inverse Reconstruction of a Railway
Tunnel. To verify whether the global point cloud obtained
by the coordinate-based registration method has high ac-
curacy, this paper tries to inverse model the global point
cloud of the railway tunnel to visually judge the accuracy of
the base point cloud from the model perspective.

Te internal environment of the unfnished tunnel
structure is complex, with a large number of construction
materials stored and workers and construction vehicles
passing through the scanning area. Tis can lead to a large
number of noise points and anomalies in the overall point
cloud. In the process of 3D point cloud reconstruction, frst,
a large number of external point clouds such as slopes and
trees outside the tunnel are eliminated. In contrast, dense
anomalous point clouds inside the tunnel are removed at
each station. Tis process is completed in the Trimble
Business Center (TBC) software. Ten, a segmentation
method based on region growth is used to segment the
second liner and bottom plate region data to facilitate
subsequent accuracy analysis. Finally, this paper uses the
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greedy triangular surface reconstruction method to inverse
model the tunnel structure. Te segmentation and modeling
of the point cloud are being done in the Point Cloud Library
(PCL) environment. Te inverse model of the railway tunnel
is shown in Figure 10.

At a macrolevel, the model clearly depicts the tunnel’s
main structure, such as the second lining and open hole,
with a complete and smooth surface. Te model provides
a fne representation of defects in tunnel construction and
the impressions of trolley grouting at the fne level.Te point

Target setting

Stations scanning

Extraction of common
feature points from

adjacent stations

Point cloud registration
of adjacent stations

Calculation of translation
and rotation matrices

Generate global point
cloud

Control point extraction

Calculation of translation
and rotation matrices

Global point cloud
positioning

Data
acquisition

Registration

Positioning

(a)

Control point selection

Scanning point to control
point distance and vertical

angle measurement

Calculation of scanning
point coordinates

Orientation of the reference
coordinate system

Calculation of station
translation and rotation

matrices

Station scanning

Generate global point cloud
Automatic positioning of the
global point cloud in the
reference coordinate system

Data acquisition

Positioning

Registration

(b)

Figure 4: Process comparison of global registration methods. (a) Point-based global registration method. (b) Coordinate-based global
registration method.
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Figure 5: (a) Test tunnel site. (b) Tunnel cross-section.
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Table 2: Information about diferent scanning modes.

Scan mode Rough Standard Precision Precision+
Point spacing (mm) 50 25 12.5 6.25
Number of scans 1 4 16 64
Number of horizontal scans 1 2 4 8
Angular resolution (degrees) 3.4 1.7 0.85 0.425
Scanning time (minutes) 12 30 200 800
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Figure 7: Point spacing distribution pattern. (a) Te relationship between point cloud spacing and laser incidence angle. (b) Te re-
lationship between point cloud spacing and sampling distance.
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Figure 6: Point spacing calculation diagram.

Table 3: Diferent sampling mode stations and time duration.

Acquisition solutions A B C D
Sampling level Rough Standard Precision Precision+
Te longitudinal distance of 10 cm distance between points 24 35 50 70
Angle of incidence 75 80 82.8 85
Number of measuring stations 7 5 3 3
Total sampling time (minutes) 94 150 600 2400

#S1 #S2 #S3 #S4 #S5

#M1 #M2

0 20 50 110 170 200 220

Figure 8: Schematic diagram of target and station arrangement.
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cloud generated by the data acquisition and registration
method proposed in this paper has excellent accuracy. It
meets the requirements for accurate inverse modeling of the
tunnel structure.

4.4. Registration Accuracy Comparison Experiments. As far
as registration accuracy is concerned, the following ex-
periments are designed to explore the improvement efect
of coordinate-based registration over point-based regis-
tration. To evaluate the accuracy of point cloud registra-
tion, the ofset distance between the overall point cloud and
the standard model of the acquisition target is calculated
and used [1]. Tere are two types of ofset distances: point-
to-point ofset distance and point-to-surface ofset distance
[1]. Due to the absence of an obvious characteristic
structure of the tunnel’s second lining surface, it is difcult
to accurately identify the corresponding points of the point
cloud on the second lining structure, and as a result of the
above reasons, this paper selects an ofset distance between
the point and the standard second lining surface as the
registration accuracy evaluation index. It is not practical to
use a total station to obtain accurate geometric information
of the entire second lining surface in the selection of the
ground truth. In this study, it is assumed that the tunnel’s
second lining surface fully meets the design requirements.
Tis surface is selected as the ground truth for the calcu-
lation of point cloud ofset distance. Te measurement
object in this study is a linear tunnel with zero tunnel slope
and a circular lining section with a radius of 6.41meters.
Based on the coordinate-based registration method, the
overall point cloud data have been positioned in the ref-
erence coordinate system and combined with the initial
tunnel design fles, so that the researcher can easily adjust
the coordinates of the point cloud data. Tis paper adjusts
the straight line at the center of the tunnel section to the
values of x � 0 and z � 0. By using the above settings, we
were able to easily compare the degree of ft between the
point cloud data and the standard model section. A tunnel’s
second lining structure is a circular arc, and it follows the
longitudinal direction of any section, satisfying the fol-
lowing equation:

x
2

+ z
2

� R
2
, (13)

where x and z are the coordinate values of each point of the
second lining section along the x and z axis directions in the
relative coordinate system, and R is 6.41m. Te ofset dis-
tance between the coordinate-adjusted overall point cloud
and the standard second lining surface is calculated by the
following equation:

∆l �
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− R, (14)

where xi and zi are the coordinate values of each point
along the X and Z directions in the relative coordinate
system. R is 6.41m, and ∆l is the ofset of each point from
the standard surface. In this paper, the average of the al-
gebraic deviations (∆R), the mean absolute error (MAE),
and the root mean square error (RMSE) of the overall point
cloud ofset from the standard model are selected as the
analysis indexes. Te calculation formula for each index is
as follows:
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Tis paper conducts a comparative analysis of two
stages, global registration and fne registration, to de-
termine the improvement efect of the coordinate-based
registration method over the point-based registration
method in terms of registration accuracy. In the global
registration stage, we use the coordinate-based registration
method and the point-based registration method to register
the point clouds of the fve stations, respectively. Among
them, the specifc implementation process of the point-
based registration method is as follows: frst, two target
groups, #M1 and #M2, are set up in the data acquisition
phase, in which the #M1 target group is shared by the #S1,
#S2, and #S3 stations, and the #M1 target group is shared by
the #S3, #S4, and #S4 stations, as shown in Figure 8. Ten,
we use a manual approach to extract the feature points of

(a) (b)

Figure 9: (a) Railway tunnel global point cloud. (b) Point cloud of railway tunnel fne view.
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the shared target group and use the coordinate information
of the feature points to calculate the translation and ro-
tation matrices. Finally, we set the coordinate system of #S1
as the reference coordinate system and use the rigid
transformation to align the other station clouds in turn,
calculated as shown in equation (9). It is worth noting that
we have positioned the #S1 station cloud in the reference
coordinate system before the registration, and since all the
other station clouds use the #S1 station cloud as a reference,
this means that the global point cloud will eventually be
able to achieve the positioning to the reference coordinate
system as well. In the fne-registration stage, two sets of
global point clouds are fne registered using ICP algo-
rithms, and the accuracy of the two sets of point clouds
after fne registration is compared.

As shown in Figure 11, the coordinate-based registration
method is signifcantly more accurate than the point-based
registration method at the global registration stage. Te
mean values of the global point cloud ofset obtained by the
above two registration methods are 0.15mm and 0.09mm,
respectively. Tese values have mean absolute errors of
7.7mm and 2.5mm and root mean square errors of 9.3mm
and 3.3mm, respectively. In terms of both MAE and RMSE,
the overall registration error of the point cloud data is re-
duced by 65% for the coordinate-based registration method
compared to the point-based registration method. Tese
data indicate that the proposed coordinate-based registra-
tion method has a signifcant improvement in accuracy
compared to the point-based registration method at the
global registration stage.

In the feld of fne registration of point clouds, the ICP
algorithm has long been considered the most classical
registration algorithm and has been widely used for many
years [37, 38]. ICP can be categorized into point-to-point
and point-to-plane methods based on the way the error
metric is calculated [39].Te point-to-point method uses the
distance between corresponding points in two clouds [40].
Te point-to-plane method utilizes the distance between
a point in the frst cloud and a tangent plane in the second
cloud [3]. Te two sets of global point clouds are fnely
aligned using the point-to-point and point-to-plane ICP
registration algorithms, respectively, and the error statistics
of the two sets of point clouds are shown in Table 4. Te
registration errors for the two sets of global point clouds with
diferent mileage are shown in Figures 12 and 13. Both fne-
registration algorithms are efective in improving the overall
accuracy of the global point cloud. RMSE of the two global
point clouds processed by the point-to-point method is
3.6mm and 3.1mm, respectively. Correspondingly, RMSE
of the two global point clouds processed by the point-to-
plane method is 4.6mm and 3.2mm, respectively.

In the test scenes of this paper, the point-to-point ICP
algorithm performs better and achieves more accurate
registration. Te above phenomenon is mainly due to the
following factors: (1) point-to-plane ICP algorithms use
surface normal and take advantage of the tendency of most
point cloud data to be locally planar [41]. However, the
secondary lining of the tunnel belongs to a typical circular
cross-section, and the assumption that most point cloud data
are locally planar is difcult to realize, which reduces the

Figure 10: Tunnel inverse model.
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registration accuracy of the point-to-plane algorithm to
some extent. (2) Lower point cloud density in the over-
lapping regions between neighboring stations reduces the
accuracy and reliability of the surface normal vectors, which
may cause the algorithm to converge to a local minimum or
produce suboptimal registration [42]. Te point-to-point
method achieves point cloud registration by minimizing the
distance between corresponding points, which is more ro-
bust and applicable in nonplanar scenes [42]. Overall, the
point-to-point ICP algorithm is more suitable for the scene
in the paper and achieves higher accuracy for the registration
of the two sets of global point clouds.

Te fne registration is done in PCL, and the main factors
afecting the accuracy of the point-to-point ICP algorithm
registration are as follows: the initial registration accuracy,
the corresponding point distance threshold, the number of
calculated points, and the number of iterations. Te two
groups of point clouds have been globally registered, with
good initial registration accuracy, which can efectively avoid
the problem of locally optimal solutions [37]. During the
operation of the ICP algorithm, for the extraction of the
corresponding points of the reference and target point
clouds, the nearest neighbor points of each point of the
target point cloud are frst searched in the reference point
cloud, and then the corresponding point distance threshold
is used to judge whether this group of points is a corre-
sponding point or not. Te point cloud densities of the data
used in this paper are inconsistent, with the highest point
density having a point spacing of 7.5mm and the lowest
point density having a point spacing of 5 cm. Since the global
registration of the two sets of point clouds has been com-
pleted, the corresponding point spacing will be further re-
duced, and in order to ensure the reliability of the
corresponding point extraction, we set the corresponding
point distance threshold to half of the minimum value of the
point spacing, i.e., 4mm. Te number of calculation points,
i.e. the number of points involved in the calculation during
the corresponding point search process, afects the calcu-
lation efciency and registration accuracy of the ICP algo-
rithm [42]. Researchers generally select an appropriate
number of initial computational point clouds by down-
sampling methods such as uniform sampling [43], random
sampling [44], or feature-based sampling [45]. However, the
point density of the point cloud used in this paper is not very
high, and downsampling will further reduce the point cloud
density, which is not conducive to registration accuracy.
Each station cloud has already been orientated to the ref-
erence coordinate system, and we use the tunnel mileage
information to extract the specifed length of the point cloud
for the calculation of the translation matrix and rotation
moments and then achieve the fne registration of each
station cloud. It should be noted that the points involved in
the computation are located in the common scanning area of
the neighboring stations, as shown in Figure 14. We use the
distribution length of the computed point cloud to char-
acterize the volume of the point cloud. Te registration
efectiveness of the ICP algorithm is generally judged using
the root mean square (RMS) absolute value of the corre-
sponding point distances. Due to the inconsistent point

cloud density in diferent regions, this means that larger
RMS absolute values may have smaller errors when the
density of the point cloud involved in the calculation is low.
When the overall density of the point cloud involved in the
calculation is high, a smaller absolute value of RMS does not
indicate better registration accuracy [37]. For the above
reasons, we use the overall error of the fne-registration point
cloud to evaluate the registration efect under diferent
conditions of the number of computed points, and the index
used for evaluation is MAE. Te fne-registration process
starts with station #S1 as the reference point cloud, and the
remaining stations are used as the target point cloud, in turn,
to complete the registration, with 100 iterations for each
registration iteration.

MAE for the two sets of data under diferent compu-
tational point conditions is shown in Figure 15. When the
distribution length of the computed points is 12−14m, MAE
of both sets of global point clouds is gradually stabilized to
2.7mm and 2.3mm, respectively. It is worth noting that
when fewer calculation points are selected, due to the lower
density of points on both sides of the centreline of the two
stations, the number of corresponding points obtained is
lower and the reliability is also the lowest, and the fnal
accuracy of the registration is also lower. When the dis-
tribution area of the points involved in the calculation
gradually increases, the density of the point cloud of the two
stations will increase sharply with the decrease in the dis-
tance from the laser emission point, and the number and
reliability of the corresponding points will also increase
signifcantly, and the efect of fne registration will also be
improved. However, as the number of points involved in the
calculation increases, the length of the calculation also in-
creases dramatically. Under comprehensive consideration of
accuracy and efciency, we choose the points on both sides
of the centreline with a total area of 14m as the calculation
points. Other parameters are shown in Table 5.

In the fne-registration stage, the point-to-point ICP
algorithm is used to fne-align the two sets of global point
cloud data. After fne registration, the overall ofset of the
global point clouds obtained by the point-based registration
method is signifcantly reduced, and MAE and RMSE are
reduced from the initial 7.7mm and 9.6mm to 2.7mm and
3.6mm, respectively, with a 65% and 62% reduction in the
ofset, and the accuracy of the registration is signifcantly
improved. In contrast, the accuracy of the global point cloud
obtained by the coordinate-based registration method is not
signifcantly improved, and the MAE and RMSE are reduced
by 8% and 6%, respectively. Te global point cloud obtained
by the coordinate-based registration method has a better
accuracy, which is basically up to the level of fne regis-
tration, so there is limited room for the ICP algorithm to
improve the accuracy of the global point cloud, as shown in
Figures 11 and 13. Te coordinate-based registration
method achieves automatic registration and positioning of
the point cloud at each station by precisely locating the
coordinates and directions of the scanned points in the
reference coordinate system prior to the data acquisition
process. Compared with the point-based registration
method, the above method efectively avoids the problems of
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target displacement, and feature point extraction greatly
reduces human-introduced errors and accidental errors and
signifcantly improves the accuracy of global registration.
Te overall registration errors of the two sets of global point
clouds at diferent stages of registration are shown in Table 6.

Furthermore, the coordinate-based registration method
efectively reduces the efect of propagation errors.
According to Figure 11, the point cloud obtained by the
point-based registration method exhibits obvious error
propagation. Since #S1, #S2, and #S3 stations are aligned
with #M1 targets, #S3, #S4, and #S5 stations are aligned with
#M2 targets. Terefore, when a small amount of error exists
in the registration process, the error will gradually

accumulate and the ofset will gradually increase as the
testing distance increases. Due to the arrangement of sta-
tions at #S3, the point cloud density and accuracy are greatly
improved. Tis fnally leads to the peak of the overall point
cloud ofset at 80m and 140m as shown in Figures 11 and
13. Te point cloud is fnely aligned, and the infuence of
propagation error is signifcantly reduced, but it still exists,
as shown in Figure 11. In terms of the consistency of the
ofset error obtained by the coordinate-based registration
method, it is signifcantly better than the point-based reg-
istration method, the propagation error is efectively con-
trolled, and the fnal accuracy and efectiveness of the point
cloud are signifcantly improved. Moreover, coordinate-
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Figure 11: Global registration stage accuracy evaluation index.

Table 4: Error statistics (mm).

Methods Te mean absolute error
(MAE)

Te root mean
square error (RMSE)

Point-based method + point-to-plane 3.5 4.6
Coordinate-based method + point-to-plane 2.4 3.2
Point-based method + point-to-point 2.7 3.6
Coordinate-based method + point-to-point 2.3 3.1
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Figure 12: Point-to-plane ICP registration accuracy evaluation index.
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Figure 13: Continued.
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based registration relies on the accurate positioning of the
scanning point coordinates and the orientation of the ref-
erence coordinate system, and its error sources are primarily
caused by systematic errors of the acquisition equipment
and the construction errors of the actual tunnel structure. In
general, the coordinate-based registration method is

signifcantly better than the most widely used point-based
registration method in terms of registration accuracy, and
the registration error is reduced by 65%, which has reached
the fne-registration level. In this paper, a refned inverse
reconstruction of the tunnel structure has been achieved,
which also shows that the global point cloud of the tunnel
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Figure 13: Point-to-point ICP registration accuracy evaluation index.
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Figure 14: Schematic of the distribution of calculation points.
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structure obtained by the coordinate-based registration
method has high accuracy and can well meet the accuracy
needs of the monitoring and measurement work of the
tunnel structure throughout its life cycle.

In terms of efciency, the feature point-based registra-
tion method includes data acquisition, feature point ex-
traction, and registration calculation, and the total time
spent in this experiment is 200minutes. Te coordinate-
based registration method completes the data positioning
and registration at the data acquisition stage, and the global
registration of each station cloud is completed by importing
the data into the TBC, which takes 150minutes in total, and
the efciency is improved by 25%. Te coordinate-based
registration method can avoid the process of feature point
extraction, registration calculation, and positioning ad-
justment in the global registration process and is signif-
cantly better than the point-based registration method in
terms of registration efciency and automation. In com-
parison with the widely used global registration method,
coordinate-based registration has 25% higher efciency and
65% lower registration error, reaching the level of fne
registration required for fne inverse modeling of tunnel
structures.

4.5. Validation Experiments. In order to verify the regis-
tration accuracy, applicability, and robustness of the
coordinate-based global registration method in complex
scenes, in this part, we selected a curved railway tunnel for
repeated measurements and further analyzed the infuence
of the control point positioning accuracy on the positioning
accuracy of the scanning point and the registration accuracy.

4.5.1. Verifcation of Global Registration Accuracy for Curved
Railway Tunnel. We selected a curve railway tunnel with
a design length of 2000m as the test object, the measurement
section has completed the construction of the second lining,
the length is 300m, the curve radius is 7.5 km, and the slope
is 1.2%. We set up six stations with a spacing of 60m and
a standard sampling pattern to ensure that there are at least
six points in each square decimeter and used a coordinate-
based registration method to align the point cloud of the six
stations. Te global point cloud is shown in Figure 16. Te
global point cloud can efectively present the geometric
information of the secondary lining as a whole at the
macrolevel. At the fne level, the global point cloud can still
efectively present the detailed features of the tunnel with
high recognizability, as shown in Figure 17.

In order to efectively verify the registration accuracy of
the global point cloud for curved railway tunnels, we

designed the following experiments. We confgured cor-
responding auxiliary feature points for each of the six
stations and measured the accurate coordinates of the
auxiliary feature points under the reference coordinate
system using a total station. Subsequently, we extracted the
coordinate information of the corresponding feature points
from the global point cloud and compared the coordinate
information of the auxiliary feature points obtained by the
two measurement methods, so as to verify the registration
accuracy of the coordinate-based registration method
under curve conditions. It is worth noting that due to the
very high uniformity of the tunnel cross-section, there is
a lack of distinctive feature points and structures, as shown
in Figure 17. If a total station is used to measure a specifc
point on the tunnel surface, we cannot accurately identify
and extract the corresponding measurement point in the
global point cloud. Based on the above reasons, we place
a rectangular target in the efective scanning area of each
station, select the two corners of the upper part of the target
as the feature points, and set up the targets and stations as
shown in Figure 18. We did not use spherical targets or
prisms to construct auxiliary feature points, because it was
not possible to accurately measure the spherical center
coordinates of the target ball for the total station, and the
3D laser scanner was not able to capture the point cloud
inside the prism.

We take the measurement results of the total station as
the reference coordinates, and the diference between the
coordinates of the feature points under the global point
cloud and the reference coordinates is the positioning and
registration error of each station under the reference co-
ordinate system. Te error statistics of the 12 auxiliary
feature points are shown in Table 7, and the average error is
0.8mm, the RMSE is 0.9mm, and the absolute median
error is 0.8mm. Te above tests show that the coordinate-
based registration method still has high applicability and
robustness under curved conditions and is able to realize
the accurate positioning and registration of the multi-
station clouds in curved railway tunnels with high accu-
racy. It should be noted that, in part 4.4, for the accuracy
verifcation of the global point cloud of the linear tunnel,
we compare the global point cloud with the designed cross-
section and then calculate the overall registration accuracy
of the global point cloud. However, in the actual project,
construction error is inevitable, and there is a diference
between the reference cross-section and the actual cross-
section, so the RMSE obtained is larger. For the global
registration accuracy verifcation of curved railway tunnels,
we use the diference between the measured values of the
coordinates of the feature points and the reference value as

Table 5: Point-to-point ICP algorithm parameters.

Parameters Point-based method Coordinate-based method
Initial registration accuracy (MAE) 7.7mm 2.5mm
Distance threshold 4mm 4mm
Point distribution length 14m 14m
Number of iterations 60 60
Fine-registration accuracy (MAE) 2.7mm 2.3mm
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the evaluation index of the registration accuracy. Because
the reference value is more accurate, RMSE obtained is
smaller.

4.5.2. Efect of Control Point Accuracy on Registration
Accuracy. Te coordinate-based global registration
method uses the control points to realize the positioning of
the coordinates and directions of the laser scanning points
in the reference coordinate system, then realizes the po-
sitioning of each station cloud independently to the ref-
erence coordinate system during the data collecting
process, and ultimately realizes the automated and accurate

registration of multiple station clouds. In the above pro-
cess, the control point accuracy and laser scanner leveling
accuracy directly afect the positioning accuracy of the laser
scanning points and global registration accuracy. Cur-
rently, mainstream 3D laser scanners are equipped with
mechanical or electronic compensators, so we can easily
and accurately level the scanner. Te leveling accuracy of
the scanner can be efectively controlled and will not limit
the practical application of the coordinate-based regis-
tration method. In this part, we quantitatively analyze the
efect of control point accuracy on laser scanning point
positioning accuracy and global registration accuracy
through experiments.

Table 6: Error statistics (mm).

Step Methods Te average of
the algebraic deviations

Te mean absolute error
(MAE)

Te root mean
square error (RMSE)

Global registration

Point-based method 0.15 7.7 9.6
Coordinate-based method 0.09 2.5 3.3
Point-based method + ICP 0.09 2.7 3.6

Coordinate-based method + ICP 0.084 2.3 3.1

Figure 16: Global point cloud of the curved tunnel.

Target

Figure 17: Detailed point cloud of the curved railway tunnel.
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Te setting of measuring stations and auxiliary feature
points in the test part is consistent with part 4.5.1. Tere are
two ways to introduce errors: (1) the control point position is
moved, and the control point coordinate information is
constant. (2) Te control point position is constant, and the
control point coordinate information is changed. However,
applying exact displacement to the control point is difcult,
and we change the control point coordinate information,
which in turn adds error to the control point.

Te test procedure is as follows: frst, the laser emission
point is localized using the method in part 3.1 to obtain its
coordinates under the reference coordinate system. Ten,
the error is quantitatively introduced to one control point,
and the coordinates of the other control point are constant.
Finally, the diference between the coordinates of the laser
scanning point and the true coordinates is calculated. Te
value range of the error is 0–25mm, and the introduction of
the error is gradually increased in steps of 1mm, and the
error is introduced in the way as shown in the following
equation:
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⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (16)

where (x, y, z)T is the true coordinates of the control point,
(m, u, v)T is a random three-dimensional unit vector, k is the
error, and (X, Y, Z)T is the corrected control point
coordinates.

It should be noted that we use the total station to verify
the accuracy of the control points, and the relative error of
the two control points under the reference coordinate
system is 0.3mm, and we take the initial coordinates of the
control points as the reference.

Under diferent accuracy conditions, the positioning
error of the laser scanning point is shown in Figure 19(a).
Trough the observation of Figure 19(b), it is easy to fnd
that with the gradual decrease of the accuracy of the control
point, the positioning accuracy of the laser scanning point
is also gradually reduced, and the two are linearly corre-
lated. As a whole, the error values of the control points are
roughly the same as the positioning error values of the laser
scanning points, as shown by the blue reference line in
Figure 19.

Te core of the coordinate-based global registration
method is positioning, which positions each station cloud
independently to a reference coordinate system, thus re-
alizing automated registration of the global point cloud.
Since the positioning process of each station cloud does not
afect each other, there is no propagation error, and the
positioning accuracy of each station cloud is the registration
accuracy of the scanned area. Te impact of control point
accuracy on the positioning precision of individual station
clouds is equivalent to its efect on the accuracy of global
point cloud registration.

We set up the following experiment to study the efect of
control point accuracy on the point cloud registration ac-
curacy. First, we used a total station to accurately measure
the true coordinates of the feature points of the #M3, #M4,
and #M5 targets in a reference coordinate system, set as the
reference coordinates, with the feature points numbered
#M3-1, #M3-2, #M4-1, #M4-2, #M5-1, and #M5-2, re-
spectively. Subsequently, errors are gradually introduced to
the control points, and the rotation and translation matrices
corresponding to each station with diferent error levels are
calculated to complete the localization and orientation
calibration of the laser scanning points of each station.Ten,
the point cloud data acquisition and global registration of
the three stations are completed, and the coordinate in-
formation of the feature points is extracted from the global
point cloud. Finally, the measured coordinates of the feature
points are compared with the reference coordinates to
calculate the positioning and registration accuracy of each
station cloud.

In the above experiment, we set the error step to 1mm,
and the error range is 0–25mm.Te positioning errors of the
feature points of each station under diferent error levels are
shown in Figure 16(b). Te positioning errors of the feature
points at the same station are basically the same, so for each
station, we selected only one feature point to show the error
variation. Te efect of control point accuracy on the po-
sitioning and registration accuracy of a specifc measure-
ment point is also linear, which is consistent with the laser
scanning point; as the control point error gradually in-
creases, the positioning error of the feature point also
gradually increases. However, the efect of control point
accuracy on specifc measurement point accuracy is
somewhat more pronounced. Overall, for every 1mm

0 40 100 300

#S6 #S8 #S9

160 280220

#S7 #S10 #S11

#M3 #M4 #M5 #M6 #M7 #M8

Figure 18: Schematic diagram of measuring station and target setting.

Table 7: Error statistics (mm).

Indicators Mean error Root
mean square error Median absolute error

Value 0.8 0.9 0.8
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increase in control point error, the positioning error of the
measurement point will increase by 1.2mm, while the in-
crease in positioning error of the scanning point is 1mm, as
shown by the blue reference line in Figure 19. For the
positioning of the laser scanning point, only one mea-
surement is needed, while the measurement of the feature
point and the specifc point needs to be measured twice, and
there is an error accumulation problem in this process, so
the control point accuracy has a more obvious impact on the
positioning and registration accuracy of the point cloud.

Overall, when the control point accuracy is at the mil-
limeter level, the coordinate-based registration method is
still able to achieve millimeter-level positioning and global
registration.

For railway tunnel engineering, the control point error of
the CPIII network is less than 1mm, and this accuracy is fully
satisfed with the positioning and registration needs. Also, the
construction personnel will regularly check and correct each
control point, which efectively ensures the quality of the
control points of the CPIII network, and the coordinate-based
registration method has good applicability in the feld of
railway tunnel engineering. However, not all measurement
environments can provide high-quality control points. Missing
control points and displacement and accuracy variations, as
well as error correction are all issues that we need to consider,
and these issues are the focus of our future research work.

5. Conclusions

TLS technology has obvious advantages over traditional
monitoring and measurement methods given its wide de-
tection range, high sampling efciency, and low time costs. It
is, therefore, a common tool for engineering measurements
of infrastructure. However, the application of TLS tech-
nology in the feld of railway tunnels faces many obstacles.
Point-based global registration is difcult to achieve high

registration accuracy due to the lack of obvious feature
structure and the linear distribution of railway tunnels, and
it is easy to create propagation errors during the process of
global registration of multistation clouds, which negatively
impacts the accuracy of the global point cloud and the
validity of detection results. For the registration and posi-
tioning of 3D point clouds of railway tunnels, a coordinate-
based precise positioning and registration method is pre-
sented in this paper. Tis method uses a small number of
control points to locate the scanned points of each station
and to determine the direction of the reference coordinate
system. Tis method aims at accurate positioning and au-
tomatic registration of the cloud of each station in the
reference coordinate system during data acquisition. In the
coordinate-based registration method, each station cloud is
aligned to the reference coordinate system independently,
rather than sequentially. Tis prevents the initial registration
error of each station cloud from having a cumulative efect
and causing a propagation error. As a result, the coordinate-
based registration method eliminates the introduction of
error through artifcial target setting and feature point ex-
traction, as well as solving the problem of accurate posi-
tioning of a point cloud within the reference coordinate
system, which signifcantly improves the accuracy, ef-
ciency, and automation of multistation clouds registration.
Te experiment demonstrates that the coordinate-based
global registration method is still robust and applicable in
complex scenes, and it is suitable for the accurate positioning
and registration of multistation clouds in linear and curved
railway tunnels. In contrast with the most commonly used
point-based global registration method in the feld of railway
tunnels, the coordinate-based registration method has a 25%
improvement in efciency and a 65% reduction in regis-
tration error. Global point cloud registration has reached the
level of fneness required for fne-grained inverse modeling
of railway tunnels.
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Figure 19: (a) Infuence of control point accuracy on the positioning accuracy of laser scanning points and (b) infuence of control point
accuracy on the positioning and registration accuracy of measuring points.
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